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Beginning Excel Services (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Given the prominent role Excel plays in today's companies, the need for users to better manage, distribute, and incorporate spreadsheets in larger applications is greater than ever. Written by Microsoft's lead developers of Excel Services, this book shares their insights into the benefits and usage of Excel's new server technology so that you can...
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Oracle Siebel CRM 8 Installation and ManagementPackt Publishing, 2010

	Oracle's Siebel CRM is market-leading Customer Relationship Management software. Unmatched in functionality and scalability, Siebel enhances a company's sales performance, improves customer satisfaction, and provides a robust Customer Relationship Management system for an organization.


	This practical book offers a...
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BackTrack 4: Assuring Security by Penetration TestingPackt Publishing, 2011

	BackTrack is a penetration testing and security auditing platform with advanced tools to identify, detect, and exploit any vulnerabilities uncovered in the target network environment. Applying appropriate testing methodology with defined business objectives and a scheduled test plan will result in robust penetration testing of your...
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Configuration Management Principles and PracticeAddison Wesley, 2002
Configuration management (CM) is an important, but often neglected, practice that allows application developers and project managers to better identify potential problems, manage changes, and track the progress of software projects. An effective CM strategy—one that adheres to the practice's complexity while harnessing its depth—can...
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Professional SQL Server 2000 DTS (Data Transformation Service)Peer Information Inc, 2000
DTS (Data Transformation Services) helps you create a transactional system to load and transform your data from and to a wide variety of sources. SQL Server DTS was introduced in the release of SQL Server 7.0; SQL Server 2000 sees the functionality and power of this outstanding and incredibly useful tool greatly increased. DTS can be used to...
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Securing SQL Server, Second Edition: Protecting Your Database from AttackersSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Securing SQL Server, Second Edition explores the potential attack vectors someone can use to break into your SQL Server database as well as how to protect your database from these attacks. Written by Denny Cherry, a Microsoft MVP for the SQL Server product, a Microsoft Certified Master for SQL Server 2008, and one of the biggest names...
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Beyond Governance: Creating Corporate Value through Performance, Conformance and ResponsibilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
T oday’s finance professionals face a very different world to
their predecessors. The steady, planned and predictable
world of the accountant has been changed beyond
measure, by a number of pressures including:

. corporate scandals and the consequent intense focus on
corporate governance and risk management;...
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Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Grid Control Handbook (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Let’s just look it right in the eye and call it out. We in the IT industries have been barraged with the buzzwords over and over again since we rolled into the new millennium: the transition to utility computing, or grid computing, or cloud computing (depending on the source/exact month/position of the stars in the sky). We’ve...
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MCTS 70-662 Rapid Review: Configuring Microsoft Exchange Server 2010Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		This Rapid Review is designed to help you assess—and complete—your readiness
	
		for MCTS exam 70-662: Microsoft Exchange Server 2010, Configuring. The Rapid
	
		Review series is intended for exam candidates who already have a solid grasp on the
	
		exam objectives through a combination of experience, skills, and...
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Microsoft System Center 2012 Service Manager CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	System Center 2012 Service Manager builds on its predecessor System Center Service Manager 2010, by extending the ITIL© process features to include Service Request fulfillment, Release Management, and automated orchestration with significant enhancements in its reporting capabilities. The full set of additions and improvements can be...
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Obstruction of Justice: How the Deep State Risked National Security to Protect the DemocratsRegnery Publishing, 2019

	Investigative reporter Luke Rosiak is being hailed as “one of the smartest, most diligent reporters in Washington” (TUCKER CARLSON) and “a bulldog” (DANA LOESCH) for uncovering “what is possibly the largest scandal and coverup in the history of the United States House of Representatives” (NEWT...
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Microsoft  SQL Server(TM) 2005 Analysis Services Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2006
The popular STEP BY STEP approach provides hands-on guidance to beginning-level programmers and those new to SQL Server 2005. A sequential, learn-by-doing tutorial, this book covers key features and techniques of Analysis Services to help programmers harness the full power of SQL Server 2005. The companion CD includes data sets and sample code....
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